Yr1 – Week 5
Monday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Reading for Fun – Use own reading book or Fiction Express (15mins)

RWI

Writing

RWI

Writing

RWI

Please use the following
links to learn the sound aw.

To create a simple plan using
beginning, middle and endings
of a familiar story.

Please use the following links
to learn the sound are.

To rewrite the beginning of
Alan’s Big Scary Teeth.
Look back at your plan from
Tuesday’s lesson. Then listen
to the story again.

Please use the following links
to learn the sound ur.

video

video
Listen to Alan’s big, scary Teeth.

Now we are going to spell
some words containing aw.
Can you read ‘A Map in the
Attic’ and find out what
happens in this game of
football.

English (45 mins)

Friday

Remember to use the red
words, green words and
speedy green words to help
you read the book.
For an extra challenge use
the questions at the back of
the book to check you have
understood the book.

See if you can join in with the
sounds you might hear in the
story. E.g. growling, screeching,
squawks.
Over the next few lessons we
will be rewriting Alan’s Big
Scary Teeth. To begin with we
need to partition our story into
3 parts. The beginning, the
middle and the ending. These
are what we will partition the
story into. Listen to the story
again and think about what
happened at the beginning?
What happened at the middle
and what happened at the end?
Now can you use the boxes on
‘Week 5 Day 2’ to draw/write
down key parts. These should
not be in sentences. Think
about who was there, where
was it and what happened. You
can even write down some
adjectives you remember.

Now we are going to spell
some words containing are.
Can you read the red words?
Try and spot the tricky letters!
Can you make a sentence
using one of your red words.
Spelling
To spell using ay and oy vowel
digraphs.
Please use your PurpleMash
logins to access ‘Week 5 Day
3’ We are playing a spelling
game around the use of ay
and oy vowel digraph.

Using the ideas in your plan
can you write your own
beginning to the story. You
should tell your sibling or
parents your sentences first.
Say each sentence 5 times
before writing it down on
Week 5 Day 4.
I’ve written my ideas down,
you might want to magpie
some of my ideas. Use this
checklist to ensure that you
have all the write things in
your beginning.
Capital letters
Full stops
Finger spaces
Writing on the line
Adjectives
Conjunction (and)
Once you have finished your
beginning can you read your
beginning back.

If you get stuck, listen to the
story again.

MyMaths (15mins)

video
Now we are going to spell
some words containing ur.
Complete the hold a sentence
activity. Rosie is helping us
think, write and check a
sentence.
Grammar
To be able to add the suffix ‘s’
and ‘es’ to words to make
them plural.
Please use your PurpleMash
logins to access ‘Week 5 Day
5’ We are playing a matching
game where you must match
the singular to the plural.

Maths
(45 mins)

Related number facts

(2 hours)

video - activity

Choose one activity from
your Learning Challenge
Grid

Comparing number
sentences
video - activity

Storytime with Nick
Can you go into your garden
or a walk and see if you can
spot any turnips? Make a list
of all the things you can see
growing.

Add by counting on (recap)

Adding and subtraction
(recap)

video - Activity for this
lesson is on the video

video - Activity for this
lesson is on the video

activity - This is a range of
questions that contain
elements of what has been
taught in previous weeks.

Choose one activity from
your Learning Challenge
Grid

STEM
Pick one of these Starter
for STEM activities which
you can do at home

PSHE – Children’s Mental
Health Week is taking place
this week. This year's
theme is ’Express Yourself’
• Virtual Assembly
(Choose an activity to best
suit the age of your child)

PE – Choose an activity
from Be Active! Be
Healthy!

Whole School Challenge!
Making Music

PE – Choose an activity from
Be Active! Be Healthy!

Newsround
(20 mins)
Music
(15 mins)

Add by making 10 (recap)

Watch Newsround - CBBC Newsround
Keep a diary and write a sentence about one thing you found interesting each day
Durham Music Service
15 minutes of Music

